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Acacia with precious minerals
17 x 18 x 18 cm (6³/ x 7¹/ inches)
Burred Acacia inlaid with Native Copper, Malachite, Gold, Chrysocolla & Turquoise

During Thomas’ time as a designer and maker of furniture it was usual practice to mask and hide any
blemishes or cracks in the wood, however much like the Japanese art of Kintsugi (where ceramic
breakages are repaired with gold and precious metals) Thomas highlights the anomalies in the wood
by inlaying them with naturally formed colourful minerals, many taken from his personal collection which
he still adds to. Recent visits to the ‘World Famous’ Blue John Mine and also a working Fluorspar mine
in Derbyshire has meant new materials for future inlays. With the wood hard to find and unpredictable to
turn, the resulting union of the Earth’s natural resources are patiently and skilfully jigsawed together,
resulting in truly unique treasure laden art works.

Is his own words:

‘The two mediums I combine both come directly from the Earth. The trees form and grow at the surface
whilst the minerals can form at great depth. It is not unknown for some trees to have accumulated pieces
of crystals in their roots. The thought of this combination of a substance formed during explosive
episodes in the Earth millions of years ago with a gently formed living substance, which may have been
growing for hundreds of years before finally coming to an end, is both exhilarating and intriguing. I think
of it as a fusion between animate and inanimate, above and below the ground, naturally both beautiful,
and without which, we as humans could not survive’

Literature:
Unique

Artist description:
Morrison Thomas was born at New Inn Cottage in the tiny village of Charlton near Banbury, Oxfordshire.
His father was a cabinet maker & carpenter who was also a wheelwright and blacksmith, as with many
village craftsman of the time, he was skilled in all things. Keeping the family tradition, Thomas continued
in his father’s footsteps and is a fourth generation woodworker.
As a furniture designer & maker Thomas has exhibited his work in numerous high profile galleries and
undertaken many prestigious commissions. He has written articles on woodworking with his work
appearing in numerous publications. Previously the chairman of the Surrey Guild of Craftsmen and with
a listing in Debrett’s Who’s Who, his achievements are many, especially in consideration that he
received no formal training, with his skills obtained from observing and listening to his father.
For many years Thomas designed and made contemporary furniture but mainly due to health reasons
stopped making larger scale works. With wood working in his blood and a material he simply couldn’t
stop creating with, he resumed his creative skills some years later by making unique hand turned
wooden vessels, each inlaid with semi-precious & precious minerals. From a Woodturning point of view
he learnt and honed his inherited skills during his many years making furniture, therefore he views his
current practice as just another skill that is used in cabinet making but it is his embellishing of his
vessels and the collaging of materials that make these far from ordinary.
Minerals have fascinated Thomas for most of his life. Having spent much of his youth collecting them, it
was in his twenties, with a heightened fascination, Thomas became a serious collector of British
mineral specimens. Taking him all over Britain and he visited and went down many working and
disused mines and quarries in search of new additions. His collection became so large in quantity and
quality, many of his minerals have since been housed at Oxford University Museum, residing there for
over 30 years, a rich resource for study and academic research.

